INTRODUCTION.
It has been shown in previous papers1, ~ that surface tension of serum and of solutions of serum varies in function of the time, and that the lowering of the surface tension seems to follow the laws of adsorption in the surface layer. The assumption was made that some of the constituents of the serum having a strong action upon the surface tension of water were actually adsorbed in function of time, or that certain changes in the arrangements of the group molecules took place in the surface layer.
Comparative experiments made with certain surface-active organic compounds, such as sodium oleate, glycocholate, and saponin, showed similar results. ~ But when sodium oleate, for instance, was added to serum or to a solution of serum, a converse phenomenon happened. A very considerable drop occurred first, immediately followed by a rise, which was function of the dilution of the serum and, in the case of pure serum, raised the surface tension to its normal value in a few minutes (Text- fig. 1 ). In other words, the action of sodium oleate was immediately counteracted and, in certain cases, entirely inhibited by an antagonistic or buffing action due to certain constituents of the serum. This explains why in jaundice large quantities of sodium 1 du Noiiy, P. L., Y. Exp. Med., 1922, xxxv, 575. du Noiiy, P. L., ]. Exp. Med., 1922, xxxv, 707. 115 
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glycocholate and taurocholate are present in the blood without producing any hemolysis. The same amount dissolved in saline solution would bring forth a strong lowering of surface tension and would hemolyze red cells powerfully. The purpose of this paper is the study of this phenomenon.
II.
EXPERIMENTAL.
The technique used was described in detail in the previous papers, t~ It will suffice to say that the measurements of the surface tension of the same layer of liquid were made by means of the du Nofiy tensiom- eter. As usual, the utmost precautions were taken as to the cleanness of the glassware (watch-glasses, test-tubes, pipettes, stirring rods), which was washed in soda solution, then boiled for 30 minutes in a sulfuric acid and sodium dichromate cleaning fluid. Fresh dog and rabbit sera were used. When no graduated pipettes were needed, the pipettes were chosen with very nearly the same capacity, measured by pressing evenly on the rubber nipple (1.8 to 1.9 cc.). Immediately after the first measurement, a certain amount of sodium oleate was added and the surface tension measure& From 30 to 60 seconds elapsed between the two measurements. Although sodium glycocholate and taurocholate act in the same way, sodium oleate was chosen on account of its more marked action on surface tension. These measurements were made at regular intervals, generally 1 minute, at the beginning; in certain cases of very rapid recovery (pure serum), they were made at intervals of 15 seconds Table I . This serum had previously been heated at 56°C. for 2 hours and did not manifest any sign of spontaneous lowering of surface tension when exposed in a watch-glass. After 9 minutes the value of the surface tension was higher than the initial value. An attempt to explain this fact will be made in a later paragraph. With Serum 2 (Table II and Text- fig. 2 ) the final surface tension was 1 dyne lower than the initial value.
With Sera 1, 2, and 3 (Tables I to III), the rise was extremely rapid, and after a drop of 18.5 dynes, the initial value was reached in 5
• i~ ~ minutes in the first experiment; in the second, the drop being much smaller (10 dynes), the initial value was reached in 1½ minutes, and in the third case (4.5 dynes), in 80 seconds. The same amount of sodium oleate added to saline solution brought its surface tension down to about 32.5 dynes permanently. Every serum seemed to react in its own specific way as far as time and final value were concerned. The result obtained by the addition of 1 drop of sodium oleate solution at a concentration of 1/100 is given in TaMe IV and Text- fig. 3 . The final concentration of sodium oleate in the solution was about 1/12,000. The concentration of sodium oleate was much smaller and the drop in surface tension was reduced accordingly. In Table V the same experiment was made, but 3 drops of the same sodium oleate solution were added instead of 1, making the concentration of the surface-active substance about 1/4,000. The final surface tension is equal to the initial value. It sometimes happens that after reaching its initial value rapidly, a drop occurs, due to the normal phenomenon studied in the preceding papers?a 2. Dilutions of Serum.mDilutions of serum in saline solution at 0.9 per cent were prepared at concentrations of 1/10, 1/20, 1/100, 1/1,000, and 1/10,000. The same amount of sodium oleate was added to the same amount of solution. For these measurements, a 2 cc. graduated pipette was used. The average weight of a drop (Table vI) . The recovery of a serum solution at 1/20 (rabbit serum, No. 122) is given also in Text- fig. 4 . These figures show that at a dilution of 1/10,000 the antagonistic power of the serum was inhibited. At the end of 24 hours, the
reading was still 35.6. This phenomenon is therefore quite different from that of the decrease in surface tension of serum solutions, which showed a maximum activity in most cases at a dilution of about 1/10,000. The results in percentage rise and in absolute rise in 30 minutes are expressed by Text-figs. 5 and 6. For the same dilutions, the time necessary to raise the surface tension of the solutions by 2 dynes is represented by . It will be seen that, by diluting the serum tenfold, the time is only doubled, while it is increased seventeenfold by diluting the serum solution again ten times; that is, to 1/100. Doubling the dilution a~c a concentration of 1/10, viz. 1/20, has the same effect as diluting pure serum tenfold. These phenomena, although difficult to interpret at present, are very probably due to the fact that surface tension is governed by the best possible arrange- protein and other colloidal substances of the serum, and of their physical behavior when placed in contact with other free molecules. In order to study the process of recovery of surface tension of serum solutions quantitatively, varying amounts of sodium oleate in solution were added to the same quantity of serum solution at 1/10 dilution. The results are given in Table VII and Text- fig. 8 .
It is decidedly important whether the solution is stirred or not after the addition of sodium oleate, or whether the surface-active substance is added powdered or in a concentrated or dilute solution. In other words, the results will be different if the concentration of 1/1,000 of sodium oleate is obtained by adding 1 drop of a 1/10, or 10 drops of a 1/100 solution of sodium oleate to the serum, compensation being made for the different amount of liquid. Generally speaking, the antagonistic action of the serum is more powerful when the sodium oleate is less dilute. It is strongest for pure powdered sodium oleate.
3. Action of Heai.--Heat modifies the properties of serum proroundly, even at a relatively low temperature such as 56°C. However, although the changes are important as far as the biological properties are concerned, they are undetectable to the chemist and the physicist. Heated serum is no longer the same, but were it not for biological tests, such as the study of hemolytic power, it would be impossible to differentiate it from unheated serum. Experiments on the recovery of the surface tension of serum solutions show that generally when a serum has been heated, the beginning of the recovery is more rapid, but that after 15 or 20 minutes, sometimes less, its curve crosses that of the recovery of the unheated sample, and remains below it. The serum acts practically in the same way whether heated before or after dilution. When heated before dilution, the phenomenon is slightly more marked. It was already known that dilution had a protective action on serum. The higher the temperature, the more marked the phenomenon, whether the serum was diluted in pure water or in saline solution. An idea of this phenomenon is given in Text- fig. 9 .
In order to compare the sensitivities of the physiological and of the physical method, two samples of a 1/10 serum solution in saline solution were studied from the standpoint of the lowering of surface tension after the addition of sodium oleate. One sample was boiled in a water bath for 5 minutes, the other was not. Clark, Zinck, and Evans s observed that, after boiling, the protective action of human serum against hemolysis of red cells (guinea pig) by sodium oleate was decreased. In other words, it required a smaller concentration of sodium oleate to produce the same degree of hemolysis (1/50,000 with fresh serum, 1/65,000 with boiled serum). We were unable to check up these results by using rabbit serum and hen cells, but our measurements showed that the surface tension of the boiled serum solution was inferior by 10 dynes to that of fresh serum, which would suffice in itself to explain a difference, and that the recovery, although more rapid in the first 8 minutes, was much below that of the fresh serum at the end (Text- fig. 9 .) When using serum solution in distilled water (dilution 1/20), the action was similar (Text- fig. 10 ).
In this case, the study of the surface tension shows that the phenomenon is dependent on two factors; the initial value of the surface tension plays one part, and the antagonistic action of the serum another. The advantage of the physical method was that it decomposed a complex phenomenon into its elements, introduced the factor time, and did not depend on such an unreliable standard as hemolysis of red cells.
The considerable modifications brought about in the serum by temperature are also very strikingly illustrated by Figs. 1 to 4. These are photographs of the crystallization of four samples of a 1/10 solution of serum in saline solution, to which 1/10,000 of sodium oleate had been added. The first sample (Fig. 1) was unheated. The second (Fig. 2) was heated at 56°C. for 2 hours. The third (Fig. 3) was heated at 70°C. for 1 hour, and the fourth (Fig. 4) was boiled for 5 minutes. These phenomena will be studied in another paper.
III.
DISCUSSION.
All these facts may be accounted for by simply assuming that this phenomenon of recovery is not due to a special substance but to the adsorption of the surface-active molecules by the large colloidal mlceU~e of the serum. Comparison of the curves of recovery with ordinary curves of adsorption makes this plain, but an attempt was made to obtain the same phenomenon with inert colloidal solutions, such as gelatin and gum arabic. If our hypothesis were correct, the same recovery should take place as soon as any colloidal particles should be present in an aqueous solution whose surface tension had been lowered by the addition of sodium oleate. The order of magnitude of the phenomenon depending mainly on the size of the particles, a much slower process was expected. Experiments showed the correctness of the views expressed above (Text- fig. 11 ), solutions of gelatin, egg albumin, and gum arabic acting in a way absolutely comparable to that of serum. When sodium oleate, powdered or in highly concentrated solution, is added to the serum, without much stirring, the oleate spreads all over the free surface,, forming large aggregates of molecules which are rapidly adsorbed by the serum micell~e of the surface layer, some of them becoming heavy enough to fall to the bottom. At a certain optimum concentration, almost all the oleate molecules are being adsorbed; that is, withdrawn from the surface. They form a thick coating around the molecules or group molecules of serum, which tends to force them apart a little more than they were before. This explains why the surface tension, after recovery, often reaches a slightly higher value than before the addition of oleate. However, a great number of micell~e in the bulk are free from sodium oleate molecules and they become progressively adsorbed in the surface layer, thus lowering slightly the surface tension, while the sodium oleate-coated micell,e remain in the bulk or are precipitated, and the surface tension falls back to normal. On the contrary, should a dilute solution be used, the oleate molecules are very mobile. No large aggregates are formed, the solution mixes readily with the serum, the surface=active molecules are brought near every serum molecule in the bulk, adsorption follows, but the result is that all serum micell~e carry a certain amount of oleate molecules so that the recovery is slow and the surface tension may never reach as high a value as in the case in which concentrated oleate solution was used. Of course, in the case of powdered Or highly concentrated oleate, stirring will produce the same effect as if the solution were more diluted. But when the solution is stirred only slightly or not at all, it is easy to observe the occurrence of a visible and rather coarse precipitate, while if the solution has been vigorously stirred, it remains clear and merely opalescent. In our experiments, the phenomenon of recovery was not a simple function of the concentration of sodium oleate; whether the concentration of oleate was 1/5,000 or 1/2,000, the rate of recovery was almost identical at the beginning, while there was a considerable difference between the rates of recovery of solutions at 1/10,000 and 1/5,000 (Text- fig. 8 ). The same gap exists between 1/2,000 and 1/1,000 while 1/1,000 and 1/500 act practically in the same way. Too little is known about the structure of the serum molecules and the intimate mechanism of the surface tension to attempt a quantitative explanation of these facts. There is no doubt but that the solution of the problem will be found in the knowledge of the interactions of the group molecules in the surface layer. The curves (Text- fig. 8 ) correspond to possible geometrical arrangements of the group molecules, resulting in certain optima stray fields. These facts will only be cleared up some day by a thorough study of the physics of the molecules, probably on the basis of Langmuir's theory. 4
Some of the curves of recovery of surface tension were plotted on semilogarithmic paper and appea r as straight lines (Text- fig. 12 ). This indicates that the process follows the compound interest law~ and may be expressed by an equation of the form 7 = a¢ bs similar to that established for the phenomenon of spontaneoua lowering of surface tension, 1,2 and adsorption in general. 1. The equilibrium of the serum corresponding to its normal minimal surface tension is as stable and difficult to break, under ordinary conditions, as the osmotic tension equilibrium. The addition of a strong surface-active substance (sodium oleate, glycocholate, or taurocholate), will not lower it definitely, unless the substance i~ present in large amounts and in solution. After the first rapid drop has occurred, a process of recovery takes place, which brings back the normal surface tension in a short time (from 2 to 6 minutes in the case of pure serum). As a drop in the surface tension of the serum of animals may be very injurious tO the red cells, this process of recovery is a normal one of defense in all cases in which surfaceactive substances (bile) are set free in the blood.
2. When diluted, the serum shows the same phenomenon to a smaller extent; the time of recovery is very much longer and the final surface tension is always lower than the original value. At a dilution of 1/10,000, no recovery takes place, the dilution being too high to overcome the lowering action of 1/10,000 of sodium oleate.
3. The recovery is stronger when the surface-active substance is added powdered or in a highly concentrated solution, and not stirred.
4. The recovery does not seem to be inversely proportional to the concentration of sodium oleate, when added superficially. Doubling the concentration at 1/2,000, for example, gives the same curve of recovery. This happens under certain conditions; namely, when the liquid is not stirred after the addition of sodium oleate.
5. This recovery is due to a purely physical phenomenon, namely adsorption, and is not specific for the serum. Other colloidal solutions, such as gum arabic, egg albumin, gelatin, and silver and gold sols, show it, only to a smaller degree. The process of recovery follows a logarithmic law in all cases, expressed by an equation of the form 6. Temperature affects this phenomenon. At first it enhances it, but finally decreases it. This would seem to connect the loss of the property of the serum known as complement in a serum with a modification of the physical properties of this serum. This phenomenon is being investigated further. 
